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Course Code

20-11AB17-17

IEMS
Incident Command - 200 (ICS2)
Course Overview
This course is designed to enable personnel to operate
efficiently during an incident or event within the
Incident Command System (ICS). This course focuses on
the management of single resources.
Who should attend?
ICS-200 provides training on and resources for
personnel who are likely to assume a supervisory
position within the ICS.
The primary target audience is response personnel at
the supervisory level.
Topics covered
At the successful completion of this course participants
will be able to demonstrate basic knowledge of
the Incident Command System as described in the
following topics and learning outcomes:
ÂÂ Leadership and management: Describe the
chain of command and formal communication
relationships, identify common leadership
responsibilities, describe span of control and
modular development, and describe the use of
position titles
ÂÂ Delegation of authority and management by
objectives: Describe scope of authority and
the process by which authority is delegated
Management by objectives must be described
and explained

ÂÂ Functional areas and positions: Identify the ICS
tools to manage an incident, demonstrate the
function of organizational positions within ICS,
and demonstrate the use of an ICS forms
ÂÂ Briefings: Give an operational briefing and
describe components of field, staff and section
briefings/meetings
ÂÂ Organizational flexibility: Explain how the
modular organization expands and contracts,
complete a complexity analysis given a specific
scenario, define the five types of incidents, and
describe the importance of preparedness plans
and agreements
ÂÂ Transfer of Command: List the essential
elements of information involved in transfer of
command and describe a transfer-of-command
process
Duration: 2 days (16 hours in total, assuming an
8-hour day)
The course will require a minimum of 14 hours for
presentations, exclusive of breaks. More time will be
required if client-specific material is added.

